REQUEST FOR BOARD ACTION

To: ESD Board of Education
From: ESD Finance Director, Ron Patera
Date: May 29, 2019
Business Date: June 10, 2019
Subject: Disposition of District Property

RECOMMENDATION:
To declare the district property listed in the attachments as obsolete and approve of its disposal.

BACKGROUND AND FINDINGS:
Pursuant to District Policy DN, the Board of Education for the Elizabeth School District has the authority to dispose of any District property not needed in the foreseeable future. The library books and equipment referenced in the attachments is being recommended for disposal because of the reasons identified on the lists.
May 22, 2019

Mr. Ron Patera
Director of Finance
Elizabeth School District C-1
634 S. Elbert Street
PO Box 610
Elizabeth, CO 80107

RE: Request to discard books

Dear Mr. Patera:

I am respectfully asking to discard the books on the attached list due to water damage/mold; beyond repair; out of date; or items that were replaced with new copies (any copies in decent shape were offered to teachers for their classroom libraries).

As the majority of these books are either too damaged or out of date, I am requesting to throw the books away. My personal definition of “Damaged” would be: the books have been repaired until I am no longer able to repair them, or the books were wet so mold is now growing on them.

Whenever possible I will find an alternative home or a give-away open to students within our community for any books that are not too far gone.

Respectfully,

Tracy Brend
SHE Library
Diary of a wimpy Kid
The Morgan Horse
The Quarter Horse
A 16th Century Mosque
Adam and Eve
Amazing True Stories
Anno's Twice Told Tales
Autumn
Babies
Banshees
The Binding of Isaac
The Boy Who Lived with the bears and other
Iroquois stories
Brother Eagle, Sister Sky
The Checker Playing Hound Dog
Chicken Little
Children Must Like Me
Children of the Wild West
A Child's Day
Communication
Computers
Dawn
Diwali
Doctor Coyote
The Dorling Kindersley Question and Answer
Quiz Book
Eyewitness Question and Answer Book
Facts and Figures
The Family Treasury of Jewish Holidays
The First Strawberries
The First Thousand Words in Italian
Founding Mothers
Getting to Know your Toilet
Ghost in the House
Ghosts of the Seven Seas
Graphs
Henry's Freedom Box
The Internet for Beginners
Knock, Knock, Tromock
Little Red Cowboy Hat
Pattern Fish
Reptiles
Snoring Beauty
14 Cows for America
A, B, C's the American Indian Way
Air Is All Around You
Among the Impostors
Ant Plays Bear
Arctic Fives Arrive
The Art of Eric Carle
The Art of Freedom
Arthur's Pen Pal
A Bargain for Frances
Barry, the Bravest St. Bernard
Base + Ball = Baseball
The Beast in Ms. Rooney's Room
The Big Balloon Race
The Black Bear of Secrets
Blaze and the Mountain Lion
Blizzards
Brave Norman
Bug-a-licious
Bug Off
A Buzz is part of a Bee
A Cache of Jewels and Other Collective Nouns
Cam Jansen & the Mystery of Dinosaur Bones
Can a Giraffe Laugh
The Candy Corn Contest
Cars
Cartooning for Kids
The Case of the Cat's Meow
The Case of the Hungry Stranger
The Case of the two masked robbers
The Celery Stalks at Midnight
Charmed Life
The Cloud Book
Clouds
Cloud Day, Sunny Day
The Clown in the Gown Drives the Car with the
Styra
Collage
Colors of Weather
Count Down of Fall
Crafts from Modeling Clay
The Creation of Islands
The Creation of Peninsulas
The Danger Box
Daniel's Duck
Dictionary of Idioms
Dowd'sworth in New York
Down Comes the Rain
Drawing and Learning About Bugs
Dwight and the Trilobite
Earth
The Earth and How it Works
Earthquake
Earthquakes
Easy Science Experiments
Ed Emberley's Big Green Drawing Book
Ed Emberley's Drawing Book of Weirdos
Eleven
Everything on a Waffle
Evil Star
Exploring Weather
Fantastic! Wow! And Unreal
Feel the Wind
First Thesaurus
Five Little Ducks
Flash, Crash, Rumble and Roll
Fun with Molesons
The Ghost Sitter
Glaciers
The Gods and Goddesses of Olympus
Gold and Silver
The Golly Sisters Go West
The Golly Sisters Ride Again
Grandma and the Pirates
Grassland
Hail
Heat Waves and Droughts
Heavens to Betsy!
How's the Weather?
I Spy Two Eyes
Iron
Jim Hedgehog and the Lonesome Tower
Joey Pigza Swallowed the Key
Kids can Draw Pirates

The Kids' Nature Book
Let
Let's Draw a Fish
Let's Explore a River
Little Runner of the Longhouse
Long Spikes
Magical Science
Mine's the Best
Mister Bones
The Monster and the Tailor
Mountains
My Brother, Ant
Norma Jean Jumping Bean
Number One Number Fun
The Ocean
One Duck, Another Duck
One hundred hungry ants
One, two, three and four-no more?
One woolly wombat
Onion sundaes
Porcupine's pajama party
Prairie School
The right number of elephants
Roller skates
Rosa's Bus
The Ruins of Gorlan
The Ruins of Gorlan
Sam the Minuteman
The School Story
Science and Animal Extinction
Scorpio (2 copies)
The Secret of Foghorn Island
The Sled Surprise
Small world
Snakehead
The Supernaturalist
Ten Little Mice
Too many mice
The Trail of Tears
Triplet Trouble and the Bicycle Race
The Twelve Days of Kindergarten
Wagon Wheels
Wanted, Mud Blossom
What am I
What Rose Doesn't Know
Why Rat Comes First
Wizards
Dork Diaries Tales from a Not so Smart Know it all (2)
The 21st Century in Space
50 Nifty Science Experiments
200 gooey, slippery, slimy, weird and fun experiments
About Imagination
The Adventures and memoirs of Sherlock Holmes (2)
All About Magnifying Glasses
American Christmas
The American Flag
American Indian Children of the Past
Angry Birds Furious Forces
Animal Limericks
Animals, Animals
Battles of the Civil War
Beneath the Rainbow
The Big Book for Peace
Black Holes
The Block
A Book of Americans
Boy's Thanksgiving Day Over the River
Calcium
Christmas in the stable
Civil War Artists
Computer Science in the Real World
County Your Way Through the Arab World
Cowboys
Dinosaur Encyclopedia
Dogs & Dragons, Trees & Dram
Dr. Zed's Science Surprise
Dragon Bones & Dinosaur Eggs
Dragons, Dragons and other Creatures that never were
Easter Activities
Electricity
Ellis Island
Experiments with Balloons
Experiments with Straw and Paper
Feelings in Art
First Facts About the States
Finding the Rhymes in a Poem
First Math Dictionary
Fish Face
Fish Riddles
The Frail snail on the Trail
Fun with Nature
The Generals of the Civil War
Giganotosaurus
Glitter and Medieval art
Go, Go America
The great Plains
Guinness World Records to the Extremes
Guppies in Tuxedos
Hary, scary, ordinary
Hamsters, Shells and Spelling Bees
Hands On Rocky Mountains
Home a Journey Through America
How the FUTURE Began
How to GET a Girlfriend
How to think like a scientist
I and you and don't forget who
The I hate mathematics book
If you're not from the prairie
In a pickle
Indians of the great plains
Indians of the Northwest
Is somewhere always far away
Is there life on other planets
Johnny Appleseed
The king who rained
Let's learn English picture dictionary
Little people big book about bedtime
Mathematickles
Mike Fink a tall tale
More horowitz horror
Valleys
Farm Stories
Hands
Kangaroos
Midnight on the Moon
Death from space: what killed the Dinosaurs?
Dinosaur
Dinosaurs (3)
Dinosaurs Laid Eggs and other amazing facts about prehistoric reptiles
Dinosaurs to dodos
Dogs Don't Wear Sneakers
Elastosaurus
I Survived the San Francisco Earthquake
Living with Dinosaurs
Prehistoric Animals
The Rourke Dinosaur Dictionary
Stegosaurus
Triceratops
The Usborne book of Dinosaurs
Where to Look for a Dinosaur
A Beekeeper's Year
A Field Guide to the Birds of North America
A Field Guide to Western Birds
An Instant Guide to Birds
Star Wars: Beware the Dark Side
Watchable Birds of the Rocky Mountains
Knuffle Bunny Too
Diary of Kid the Last Straw
Ripley's Believe It or Not
Prehistoric Predators
Time for Kids Almanac
I've Got Chicken Pox
Captain Underpants and the Perilous Plot of Professor Poopypants
Amelia Bedelia and the Baby
The Berenstain Bears and the Trouble with Friends
Curious George Gets a Medal
If I Ran a Zoo
Katie the Kitten Fairy
LEGO Ninjago Warriors of Stone
Thank You - Good Manners
Guinness World Records 2006
It's Mine
The Maze of Bones
Skippyjon Jones in Mummy Trouble
Bell's Star

The Tale of Peter Rabbit
Anthony the perfect monster
Creepy Creatures
Bed Kitty for President
The City of Ember
Dinosaur Babies
Dr. Seuss' how the Grinch Stole Christmas
Fly High, Fly Guy!
Giraffes
Happy Birthday Bad Kitty
Harold and the Purple Crayon
A House for Hermit Crab
If you Hopped like a frog
Midnight Warriors the New Prophecy (2)
Monsters on the Move
Real Friends
Ripley's Believe it or not
Skateboarding
Skippyjon Jones Shape Up
Stay Out of the Basement
The Tale of Squirrel Nutkin
The Tale of Tom Kitten
Ten Shiny Snails
There was an old lady who swallowed a fly Guy
Tigers
The Two Towers, Being the second part of the
Lord of the Rings
Harry Potter and the Cursed Child
Transformers
Hedgehogs
What was the Titanic?
Cats
How to Draw Animals of the Rain Forest
LEGO Star Wars
Saltwater Crocodiles
The Star Wars Cookbook
Draw Horses
Ed Emberley's Big Red Drawing Book
I Spy Fly GUY
Land of Stories: the Wishing Spell
Star Wars: Labyrinth of Evil
Star Wars the Wrath of Darth Mall
Ultimate Weird But True
Come Back Kitten
One Fish, Two Fish
Shark Attack!
Tara the Tuesday Fairy
Abyssinian Cats
Maine Coon Cats
Persian Cats
Same Goes Trucking
Bad Kitty Gets a Bath
By the Seashore
Christmas Decorations Kids can Make
Cole: Ninja of Earth
Diary of a Wimpy Kid: The Third Wheel
Garfield, Bigger than Life
LEGO Ninja Masters of Spinjitzu
Mrs. McBloom, Clean up your Room
Munschworks: The First Munsch Collection
Pete the Cat Rocking in my School Shoes
The Pigeon Wants a Puppy
Porcupines
Star Wars: Return of the Jedi
Tall and Small
Cougars
The Adventures o Captain Underpants
Ladybugs
Rocks and Minerals
Never Underestimate Your Dumbness
Origami Animals
Sklecken Key
The Earth is Round?
Rivers and Oceans
Daring Do and the Eternal Flower
Daring Do and the Forbidden City of Clouds
Daring Do and the Marked Thief of Marapore
Don't Let the Pigeon Drive the Bus
Frog and Toad All Year
Harry Potter and the Goblet of Fire
I Spy Spooky Night
Skipper Jones in the Dog House
Scholastic Book of World Records 2005
Scholastic Book of World Records 2012
The Authoritative Calvin and Hobbes
Babymouse: Monster Mash
Bison
A Dog's Life
Dork Diaries: Tales from a Not so Talented Pop Star
Go Eat Worms
Home-run Hitters
Hooray for Fly Guy!
Horrors of the Black Ring
It's a magical world
LEGO Ninjago, Masters of Spinjitzu #2
Munschworks 2, 3, 4
Weirdos from another planet: Calvin and Hobbes
Community Aquariums a Complete Introduction
Talents Animals
The Journal of Ben Uchida
Indispensable Calvin and Hobbes
The Tale of the Flopsy Bunnies
The Magic School Bus at the Waterworks
Fish Eyes
The Amazing Voyage: 3rd adventure in the Kingdom of Fantasy
Amulet Book 5
Bad Kitty for President
The Boxcar Children
Calvin and Hobbes
Cocker Spaniels
Diary of a Wimpy Kid: The Long Haul
Disney's Easy to Read Stories
Dog Man
Dork Diaries: Tales from a Not so Graceful Ic Princess
The Dragon Prophecy
Eldest
Everything You want to know about dinosaurs
Garfield at Large
A Giraffe and a Half
Knuffle Bunny Free
Oh, the Thinks you can think
Pond lake river sea
Ripley's Believe It or Not 2014
Amulet #1
There's Fly Guy in my soup
Where the Sidewalk Ends
May 23, 2019

SPED Department SWAAAC Items to be disposed:

- BigKeys Keyboard - does not connect to current computer models
- (4) Intellikeys - Does not connect to current computer models
- TouchWindow - Does not connect to current computer models
- Talking Typing Tutor - Uses floppy discs, out of date
- (2) Dreamwriter - text-to-speech but out of date, no way to connect to current technology
- Co-writer SOLO Edition tapes and CDs - this is not the current edition we use, now it is all online
- AlphaTalker - VHS video from PRC, info available online
- CSAPA CD - This is not the current alternate assessment that is given
- AlphaSmart - New but could not get it to turn on, also outdated as all functions are available on laptop
- Dragon Naturally Speaking 8 Standard - currently out of date by 7 versions. Services already offered by Cowriter, and other online services compatible with chromebooks. CD rom
- DLM Microcomputer programs - uses 5 ¼ Floppy disc from 1984, incompatible
- Dragon Naturally Speaking Preferred Version 3 - Currently out of date by 12 versions, services provided by cowriter
- (2) ZoomText - not compatible with current version of Windows (blue and green)
- (2) Typing Instruction for Kids - MobyMax already does this, not compatible with Current Windows OS